Microwave-assisted extraction and quantitative analysis of high-density polyethylene pellets fortified with flavors.
Microwave-assisted extraction (MAE) has been shown to be an easy, rapid, accurate, quantitative, and precise component of an overall method for the quantitative analysis of flavor components formulated into high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pellets. Under optimized extraction conditions, MAE can be perform extraction of flavors from pellets within 1/2 h with flavor recoveries ranging from approximately 90% to 100%. The variability in the data expressed as percent relative standard deviation from gas chromatographic-mass selective detector analysis of targeted flavor components is always less than 5%, indicating a precise method. In addition, the major components identified in the flavor formulation prior to formulation into the HDPE pellets are the major components detected in the extraction, indicating an accurate determination. Thus, MAE can be readily recommended as an essential component of a high-volume approach to the quantitative determination of flavors formulated into HDPE pellets.